The Stroop interference effect, caused by difficulty inhibiting overlearned word reading, is often more pronounced in older adults. This has been proposed to be due to declines in inhibitory control and frontal lobe functions with aging. Initial neuroimaging studies of inhibitory control show that older adults have enhanced activation in multiple frontal areas, particularly in inferior frontal gyrus, indicative of recruitment to aid with performance of the task. The current study compared 13 younger and 13 older adults, all healthy and well educated, who completed a Stroop test during functional magnetic resonance imaging. Younger adults were more accurate across conditions, and both groups were slower and less accurate during the interference condition. The groups exhibited comparable activation regions, but older adults exhibited greater activation in numerous frontal areas, including the left inferior frontal gyrus. The results support the recruitment construct and suggest, along with previous research, that the inferior frontal gyrus is important for successful inhibition. D
The Stroop test has also been used to examine purported agerelated declines in inhibitory control because it produces interference from two competing streams of information, from which individuals must inhibit processing of one to select and respond to the other (e.g., Hasher and Zacks, 1988 ; but see Kramer et al., 1994) . Typically, the Stroop effect is greater for older adults (Logan, 1980) , which is believed to be due to a decline in the ability to inhibit processing of one of the competing inputs (Cohen et al., 1984; Kahneman and Chajczyk, 1983) . However, interference and inhibition are not synonymous. Rather, interference is a measurable effect of cognitive load, while inhibition is a neural process of attentional selection that can serve to reduce interference. The specific inhibitory mechanism that might be implicated in increased Stroop interference is that of ''restraint inhibitory control,'' or the ability to restrain prepotent stimuli from ''seizing control of thought and action effectors (Hasher et al., 1999, p. 654) .'' A number of studies support the inhibitory theory of aging and suggest that intact frontal lobes are necessary for effective inhibitory control (cf. Kramer et al., 1994) .
Clinical and recent neuroimaging studies implicate both medial and lateral frontal cortex as mediating Stroop interference. For example, lesion studies show increased Stroop interference with frontal lesions generally (Vendrell et al., 1995) , and dorsolateral prefrontal lesions specifically (Perret, 1974) , particularly when the damage was to the right side (Vendrell et al., 1995) . A study of multiple sclerosis participants further demonstrated that right medial frontal lesions were significantly associated with Stroop interference, and these taken with left parietal lesions accounted for 65% of Stroop interference variance (Pujol et al., 2001) . Recent neuroimaging studies in healthy young adults show activation in right anterior cingulate and left middle and inferior frontal gyri during Stroop interference (Banich et al., 2000; Bench et al., 1993; Brown et al., 1999; Carter et al., 1995; George et al., 1994 George et al., , 1997 Mead et al., 2002; Pardo et al., 1990; Taylor et al., 1997) .
Neuroimaging studies of older adults have begun to appear over the past decade, yet still few studies exist. Most of the available studies have varied widely in method, and most have used perceptual or memory paradigms. Some report that while older adults exhibit activation in comparable areas as younger adults, the extent of activation in these areas is reduced in older adults (e.g., Grady et al., 1995; Rypma and D'Esposito, 2000) . However, quite a few studies report essentially no differences in activation between young and healthy older adults, except with additional regions of activation in older adults, which are frequently in contralateral and prefrontal areas (cf. Cabeza, 2002; e.g., Cabeza et al., 1997; DiGirolamo et al., 2001; Grady et al., 1994 Grady et al., , 1995 Nielson et al., 2002) . A number of the imaging studies also report differences between younger and older adults in the inferior parietal lobule, the dorsomedial nucleus of the thalamus, and the occipital lobe (Buckner et al., 2000; DiGirolamo et al., 2001; Grady et al., 1994 Grady et al., , 1995 Huettel et al., 2001; Madden et al., 1999; Nielson et al., 2002) .
Some recent studies have directly addressed inhibitory control in older adults. Electroencephalography (EEG) was used by West and Bell (1997) showing age-related differences in EEG activation during Stroop interference in medial and lateral frontal regions and parietal regions. A recent study used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with a go/no-go inhibition task (Nielson et al., 2002) . It showed that healthy, well-educated older and young adults had comparable activation in most regions, but that older adults had significantly greater activation in multiple predominantly frontal regions, including the left inferior frontal gyrus. Inferior frontal gyri have been implicated in inhibition in several neuroimaging studies (e.g., Garavan et al., 1999; Konishi et al., 1998a Konishi et al., ,b, 1999 . In addition, older participants who had more difficulty with inhibition had more activation in these regions during ''successful'' inhibition than did those who were better at the task, suggesting that increased activation by elders in these regions is compensatory. In contrast, Jonides et al. (2000) reported greater left prefrontal activation in younger adults when comparing high and low interference conditions of a verbal working memory recognition task during positron emission computed tomography (PET). This task was actually quite different from the go/no-go task used by Nielson et al. (2002) , and from a Stroop task, which could be responsible for the differences in activation patterns. Another fMRI study used the Stroop test (Milham et al., in press) and reported activation differences between young and older adults predominantly in frontal regions, but the differences occurred in both congruent and incongruent conditions. In addition, younger adults had greater activation than older adults during Stroop interference in left middle frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate, and superior parietal lobule, while older adults had greater activation than young adults in bilateral inferior frontal gyri. The findings of greater young than older adults activation are consistent with some studies (e.g., Grady et al., 1995; Jonides et al., 2000; Rypma and D'Esposito, 2000) , but inconsistent with others (e.g., Cabeza et al., 1997; Grady et al., 1994; Nielson et al., 2002) . Moreover, the inferior frontal gyrus findings are consistent with previous reports that inferior frontal gyri are important for inhibition and are more active in older adults than young adults during inhibition (e.g., Nielson et al., 2002) . Importantly, there was a trend but not a significant difference behaviorally in Stroop interference between young and older subjects in the study of Milham et al. (in press ), which may have contributed to discrepancies with previous studies where older adults exhibited significantly more difficulty with inhibition (e.g., Nielson et al., 2002) .
The current study was conducted with fMRI to further evaluate the neural mechanisms of Stroop interference in older adults. It was expected that older adults would exhibit more frontal activation, particularly in the left inferior frontal gyrus (Milham et al., in press; Nielson et al., 2002) , and that older adults would exhibit more extraneous areas of activation during Stroop interference compared to younger adults (e.g., Grady et al., 1994; Nielson et al., 2002) . Milham et al. (in press ) also reported reduced activation in older adults in dorsolateral prefrontal regions compared to young adults, but this finding conflicts with some reports, including our own. As such, it was difficult to predict whether this would occur.
Methods

Participants
Thirteen older adults were recruited through a retirement association and a university. The young adult data were a subset of those used by Mead et al. (2002) , where participants were recruited through a university and newspaper advertisements. Each person was paid US$10 per hour. Demographic information is depicted in Table 1 . All participants were predominantly righthanded as measured by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) , and were free of current or past neurological, health, or psychological illnesses that might affect cognitive functioning or fMRI signal. Older participants were screened using the Mini-Mental State Exam (Folstein et al., 1975 , score greater than 26), and the Geriatric Depression Scale (Sheikh and Yesavage, 1986 , score less than 10). Most of the older participants were also given a 3-h neuropsychological battery that was administered on a separate occasion, but the data are not presented here. Participants provided informed consent according to approved institutional guidelines.
Task and procedures
Stroop Color -Word Interference test
A series of three consecutive activation conditions preceded and followed by a baseline rest period were completed by each participant in each of six trials of imaging, presented in counterbalanced order. One older participant who was included in the comparisons completed only five of the six experimental trials (with prorated behavioral data). Stimuli consisted of words printed in one of four colors (red, blue, green, or yellow) to form three conditions. The Congruent condition consisted of color words printed in the same color as the semantic meaning of the word (e.g., ''blue'' in blue ink). The Neutral condition consisted of words printed in a color that was irrelevant to the semantic meaning of the word (e.g., ''jacket'' printed in blue ink). The Incongruent condition consisted of color words printed in a color different from the meaning of the word (e.g., ''red'' printed in blue ink). Stimuli were presented centrally with one trial every 2 s (1250 ms on; 750 ms off). For each condition, the participant was to respond to the printed color of the stimulus, ignoring the word itself, by pressing one of four buttons corresponding to the four possible print colors, using digits 2 through 5 of the dominant (right hand). A model representing the various response possibilities and their representative locations on the keypad (i.e., digit 2 is red, digit 3 is yellow) remained at the bottom of the screen throughout the experimental trials.
Apparatus A 1.5-T GE Signa scanner equipped with a 30.5-cm i.d. threeaxis local gradient coil and an endcapped quadrature birdcage radiofrequency head-coil were used to obtain the functional and anatomical images (Wong et al., 1992a,b) . AFNI (Cox, 1996) was used for all functional analyses. Two Sharp laptop computers, an Epson projector, and prism glasses (and correction lenses, as needed) were used to administer stimuli (via back projection to a vertical screen at participants' feet) and collect response data.
Imaging procedure
Contiguous 6 -7 mm sagittal slices covering the entire brain were collected using a blipped gradient-echo, echoplanar pulse sequence (TE = 40 ms, TR = 4000 ms; FOV 24; 64 Â 64 matrix; 3.75 Â 3.75 in-plane resolution) on a 1.5-T GE Signa scanner. As they were originally a part of separate research protocols, the two groups had slightly different image acquisition parameters (young adults = 22, 6 mm sagittal slices; older adults = 19, 7 mm sagittal slices), which could have resulted in slightly greater signal in younger adults, but were expected to be negligible given the multiple subtraction design. High-resolution spoiled GRASS images were acquired before functional imaging to allow subsequent anatomical localization of functional activation. Foam padding was used to limit head movements.
In this blocked design study, 104 images were collected for each of the six series. Each series consisted of four cycles of rest and activation with a 24-s rest period at the beginning and ending of each series and activation periods consisting of three consecutive 24-s (12-trial) epochs, one for each condition. The order of presentation of the three conditions was fully counterbalanced within participants.
fMRI analyses
Individual analyses
A difference image was created for each of the three conditions by subtracting the average rest image (R) from the corresponding average activation condition image. In all, 24 difference images (4 cycles/image series Â 6 image series/session) were generated per participant for each of the three experimental conditions. Mean difference values were then compared on a voxel-by-voxel basis between activation conditions using t tests for correlated samples. Statistical Parametric Maps (SPMs) were created using t deviates for each comparison between conditions (e.g., (I-R) À (N-R)) for each participant. This subtraction analysis was used to control for the motoric and perceptual aspects of responding while emphasizing the differences in activation when interference was present (Incongruent) versus not present (Neutral, Congruent). A comparison between the two non-interference conditions ((C-R) À (N-R)) was conducted as a control for the interference analyses. The SPMs from the I-N, I-C, and C-N comparisons were combined to create three functional activation maps of the brain for each participant.
Group analyses
The I-N and I-C statistical maps for each participant were subsequently used for final analyses as these were thought to best capture the increased interference in the Incongruent condition. The C-N comparison was also analyzed as an experimental control. The SPMs for the two comparisons were then matched to previously acquired anatomical images and converted to 1 mm 3 voxels. The resulting maps were transformed into standard stereotaxic space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) . A 4.2 full width-at-half-maximum isotropic Gaussian filter was used to control for normal variations in anatomy and physiology across participants.
Older and younger groups were then combined to form separate I-C, I-N, and C-N group maps. Separate group analysis to create initial cluster threshold maps allows sensitivity to the separate contributions of each group to activation patterns. A threshold was then applied to the averaged t statistics to identify voxels in which differences in MR signal were unlikely to be due to chance. This was accomplished using a combined probability threshold that accounts for both the size of clusters and the degree of activation within those clusters. This procedure, described in detail elsewhere (Nielson et al., 2002; Ward et al., 1998) , takes a size threshold, combined with a probability threshold for degree of activation to compute a size by activation threshold probability. A minimum cluster size of 109 mm 3 combined with a per cluster activation threshold probability threshold of P < 0.001 (t(12) = 4.20) was used in comparing the SPM maps for I-C, I-N, and C-N comparisons. This resulted in an experiment-wise error rate of 0.006 as each group was tested separately relative to the null hypothesis in each of three comparisons of interest. The resulting clusters, regions of significant activation in either subject group, were then combined into three separate cluster maps (I-C, I-N, C-N), which were used to extract averaged t statistics for each cluster for each participant to use for subsequent analyses. Individual t tests between groups were then conducted using the average t statistic for each cluster for each person from the three comparison conditions.
Results
Behavioral analyses
A 2 Â 3 mixed factorial ANOVA was computed with Reaction Time as the dependent variable and Group (between-subjects) and Condition (within-subjects) as the independent variables. Older adults did not significantly differ from younger adults ( F(1,24) = 0.64, P = 0.432), nor was there a significant interaction between Group and Condition ( F(2,48) = 1.24, P = 0.299). There was a significant main effect among the Conditions ( F(2,48) = 38.78, P = 0.0001), where reaction time was slower for the Incongruent condition than for the Congruent (t(1,25) = À7.29, P = 0.0001) and Neutral conditions (t(1,25) = À5.86, P = 0.0001), and Neutral stimuli produced slower responses than Congruent stimuli (t(1,25) = À3.92, P = 0.001). These results are depicted in Table 2 .
A second 2 Â 3 mixed factorial ANOVA was computed with Percent Incorrect Responses as the dependent variable. The Group main effect was significant whereby older adults made significantly more errors than young adults ( F(1,24) = 16.44, P = 0.0001). There was also a significant main effect of Condition ( F(1,24) = 9.77, P = 0.005), but the interaction between Group and Condition was not significant ( F(2,48) = 1.12, P = 0.335). Post hoc tests indicated that participants committed more errors for the Incongruent condition compared to the Congruent (t(1,25) = À4.06, P = 0.0001) and Neutral conditions (t(1,25) = À3.06, P = 0.005). There were no differences in errors between the Neutral and Congruent conditions (t(1,25) = 1.89, P = 0.071. These results are depicted in Table 2 . As a follow-up, a ratio score of percent errors was calculated (Percent Incongruent Errors/((Percent Congruent Errors + Percent Neutral Errors)/2)), which showed no difference between the groups and a small effect size ( F(1,24) = 0.55, P = 0.47, eta 2 = 0.022; Old M = 1.67, SD = 1.5, Young M = 1.36, SD = 0.31). Thus, the percentage of errors was higher overall in older adults, but it was not specific to a particular condition.
As a comparison with Milham et al. (in press ), computations were made for the amount of interference (I-RT) À (N-RT) and the percentage of interference ((RT I À RT N )/RT N ; a control for generally slower reaction time in older adults). The amount of interference was not significantly different between groups, but there was a trend toward greater interference in older participants with a moderately large effect size ( F(1,24) = 3.09, P = 0.09, eta 2 = 0.114; Older M = 88 ms, SD = 64; Young M = 48 ms, SD = 48). The percentage of interference likewise was not significantly different but tended toward greater interference in older adults ( F(1,24) = 3.33, P = 0.08, eta 2 = 0.122; Older M = 12% (SD = 8%), Young M = 6% (SD = 6%)).
Functional results
C-N comparison
The clusters of significant activation for either group are presented in Table 3 . Two of the clusters, one in the left superior frontal gyrus and the other in the left middle temporal gyrus, had significantly greater activation for Older adults when compared to Young adults.
I-C comparison
Significant activation clusters for the I-C comparison are reported in Table 4 . Older adults exhibited greater interferencebased activation in 14 clusters compared to Young adults. Twelve of the clusters were in frontal regions; 9 were in the right frontal gyri, while the 2 significant left frontal clusters were in the inferior frontal gyrus. Older adults also had greater activation in the Congruent condition compared to younger adults in a cluster in the right medial frontal gyrus. Young adults produced no clusters significantly more active during the Incongruent condition, but they did have greater Congruent activation than Older adults in the right medial frontal gyrus, right middle temporal gyrus, and left postcentral gyrus.
I-N comparison
Clusters of significant activation for the I-N comparison are presented in Table 5 . This additional analysis was included to narrow those areas that are active for interference that are less dependent upon the type of subtraction comparison. In other words, finding similar patterns and clusters in both I-C and I-N comparisons is an internal replication condition to validate areas important for inhibition. As with the I-C comparison, older adults exhibited relatively greater activation compared to younger adults in 11 clusters, 8 of which were in the frontal lobes, including areas very comparable to those in the I-C comparison. Indeed, one cluster in left inferior frontal gyrus specifically overlaps with one in the I-C comparison. Also comparable to I-C, Young adults had greater activation in the Neutral condition in five clusters.
A montage of C-N, I-C, I-N comparisons are shown in Fig. 1 , along with the clusters in the I-C and I-N comparisons that were more active in Older adults (Panel C). The I-C/I-N combined picture can help to clarify the neural bases of interference resolution because the two conditions are nearly identical. Two clusters, located in the left inferior frontal and right middle frontal gyri, demonstrated direct overlap and five clusters in the right hemisphere (superior, medial, and precentral frontal gyri; precuneus; putamen) were located in quite comparable locations in the combined picture. Five of these seven clusters, with the exception of those in the putamen and one in the right medial frontal gyrus, had greater relative activation in the Incongruent condition for Older adults.
Discussion
The purpose of the current study was to examine the functional neuroanatomy of Stroop interference and to examine age-related differences associated with it. As was predicted, older adults exhibited greater interference-related activation relative to younger adults in left inferior frontal gyrus. This occurred in both the I-N and I-C comparisons. Indeed, a comparison of these two conditions showed direct spatial overlap of this cluster (Fig. 1, panel C) . Importantly, activation was present in this cluster for both participant groups, but the magnitude was greater for older participants. The importance of the inferior frontal gyri in inhibitory control has been shown in several previous studies (Aron et al., 2003; Garavan et al., 1999; Konishi et al., 1998a Konishi et al., , 1999 . The finding of increased activation in this region in older adults is consistent with our previous study using a go/no-go task (Nielson et al., 2002) and with another Stroop study (Milham et al., in press) , although it contrasts with findings of Jonides et al. (2000) who reported greater young relative to old activation here in a verbal working memory paradigm. Although the Jonides study would seem to conflict, it is quite a different task, albeit including an inhibitory component, and their findings are consistent with the existing memory literature.
Because the current study did not use an event-related design, it could be argued that greater activation for older adults in the left inferior frontal gyrus is related to their greater number of errors rather than to recruitment to aid in successful performance. Indeed, the four-button box used in this study was, by report and performance, more difficult for older than younger adults to use. However, all subjects performed well (>80% correct average) and older adults exhibited more errors overall rather than for any specific condition. Furthermore, because both subtraction comparisons (I-C, I-N) were used, the increased activation cannot be attributed to either the Congruent or Neutral conditions. Thus, these conditions acted as controls for all aspects of the task except for interference resolution. As such, the increased activation is likely due to resolution of interference, rather than to errors. Indeed, younger adults also had greater Incongruent activation relative to Congruent and Neutral conditions in this area (although of lesser magnitude than for older adults), thus verifying the importance of this region in resolving interference. The between-groups overlap in regional activation would also suggest that the slight difference in image acquisition parameters between groups was not responsible for the results. Moreover, the present findings are consistent with brain lesion literature (Perret, 1974; Pujol et al., 2001; Vendrell et al., 1995) and brain imaging literature with younger adults using the Stroop paradigm (e.g., Bench et al., 1993; Brown et al., 1999; George et al., 1994 George et al., , 1997 Mead et al., 2002; Taylor et al., 1997) .
A second hypothesis of the current study was that there would be diffuse areas of increased activation in older adults. Indeed, older adults had greater relative activation compared to younger adults in premotor, dorsolateral, ventrolateral, and medial frontal areas, underlining the importance of the frontal lobes to this task, and by comparison with previous research, to differences in brain functioning in older adults. Of the 22 clusters in the I-C comparison, 11 were greater in older adults and 9 of these were located in the frontal lobes. Similarly for the I-N comparison, 11 of 24 clusters were greater in older adults, 8 of which were in the frontal lobes. The few clusters of greater activation for younger adults were all of relatively greater magnitude in the respective control conditions. When comparing the other cluster combinations that were significantly more active in older adults to the two other published studies of inhibition and Stroop performance that included older adults, some similarities are evident. The right middle frontal gyrus combination (cluster 2) and the right precuneus combination (cluster 6) were similar in location to clusters reported in the study by Nielson et al. (2002) , although neither was significantly different between younger and older adults in that study. The precuneus cluster also compares to one reported by Milham et al. ( in press), which was not different between groups. The finding in the right superior frontal gyrus cluster (cluster 3) located in pre-SMA, was similar to the study by Nielson et al. (2002) in both location and direction of effect. This cluster was also similar in location to several clusters reported by Milham et al. (in press ), but it was more comparable to findings from their congruent (competition) condition, where activation differences between old and young were not found. Thus, the inferior and middle frontal gyri, pre-SMA, and precuneus appear to be parts of an inhibitory circuit, which is supported by an extensive literature (Garavan et al., 1999; Konishi et al., 1998a Konishi et al., ,b, 1999 Rubia et al., 2001) , and are important for examining age-related functional differences (DiGirolamo et al., 2001; Milham et al., in press; Nielson et al., 2002) .
Despite the greater young activation in dorsal lateral prefrontal areas reported by Milham et al. (in press) , there were no areas of significantly greater interference-related activation for younger adults in the present study. There are several possible reasons for this lack of similarity. The most likely reason is variation in subject characteristics (e.g., age, educational attainment, which often affects aging studies), imaging and analysis methods, and task design (for a review, see Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000) . Studies of the Stroop task are also known to differ based on the characteristics of the control condition (e.g., Bench et al., 1993; Brown et al., 1999; George et al., 1994 George et al., , 1997 Mead et al., 2002; Taylor et al., 1997) . Importantly, the Milham study may have been more difficult than the present task because they interspersed Neutral trials in both Congruent and Incongruent blocks. Indeed, although our analyses show a significant effect of interference in the task, comparing the amounts of interference in the present study (see Table 2 ) with their results showed that Milham et al. (in press ) achieved a greater degree of interference (although not between-groups) than did our task. Moreover, the behavioral analyses in the current study show that sufficient interference (i.e., difficulty) was achieved in both participant groups and although the small samples limited power, older adults had marginally greater interference than younger subjects did. As such, the Milham approach might actually have made the control condition more difficult. A closer look at their functional data showed that there are more foci of activation in the congruent condition (''competition'') than in the incongruent condition (''conflict''). Thus, task-switching demands could explain the larger number and greater extent of activation in their study, which could explain differences with the present study as well. Bandettini and colleagues have highlighted the benefits of using simpler task designs in fMRI and PET studies (where sample sizes are small and functional activation has poor temporal resolution) toward understanding functional neuroanatomy (Bandettini and Wong, 1997; Bandettini et al., 1992) .
In conclusion, the results showed comparable activation regions generally in young and older adults in a Stroop task, with a variety of predominantly prefrontal regions, having greater activation magnitude during interference in older adults. That is, older adults appeared to use multiple frontal regions to a greater degree than young adults. The left inferior gyrus was particularly important to performance on this task. The findings are consistent with the proposal that older adults recruit additional, particularly prefrontal, areas during task performance (e.g., Cabeza, 2002; DiGirolamo et al., 2001; Nielson et al., 2002) . One recent memory study reported that the inferior frontal region is activated non-specifically by older adults (Logan et al., 2002) , but an inhibition study (Nielson et al., 2002) , more comparable to the current study, showed that activation of this region was both taskspecific and supportive of successful task performance for those who found the task most difficult (i.e., poorer performers). Although this would seem to contrast with memory studies reporting increased activation in better performing elders Rosen et al., 2002) , the difference could be due to the type of task or that the Nielson et al. (2002) study examined only successfully performed trials. Thus, the poorest performers had the greatest activation when they performed correctly (well). Regardless, the task-specific recruitment of prefrontal regions in the current study, particularly left inferior frontal gyrus, replicates previous findings using two different inhibitory tasks (Milham et al., in press; Nielson et al., 2002) , suggesting that recruitment of this region by elders is generalizable across inhibitory paradigms.
Future studies can build upon these findings, and distinguish amongst study differences, perhaps by separately analyzing the functional activation associated with correct and incorrect responses and by parametrically manipulating task difficulty. By using this strategy, it may be possible to determine more clearly when, in whom, and under what conditions recruitment occurs. For example, it would be very valuable to know whether recruitment is an agerelated phenomenon, or whether it is a universal form of compensation that can occur even in younger adults under conditions of high task difficulty.
